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Abstract

We have developed an algorithm that can distinguish the central part of the vertebral body from abdominal X-ray CT images to determine

whether it is possible to aid a diagnosis of osteoporosis. We classified three measures for the principal component analysis and linear

discriminant function. When we judged whether patients had osteoporosis or not, the ratio usable for diagnosing osteoporosis (sensitivity)

was 1.00 (15/15), and for diagnosing as normal (specificity) was 0.64 (7/11). We believe that this algorithm can be used to aid in diagnosing

osteoporosis, utilizing the measures obtained from the CT images.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, we are able to obtain detailed information on a

broad area in a short period of time by using a helical

(or spiral) CT and multidetector-row CT [1]. In general,

physicians need information about the main targets of

requested X-ray CT examinations. The main targets include

the lung area and mediastinum for chest CT examination,

and the liver or spleen for abdominal CT examination, in

most cases. However, we do not make good use of

information from other targets (for example, the vertebral

column) from a single X-ray CT examination. In other

words, there is a possibility that a portion of the information

contained in the image is not being used effectively.
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For patients, it is vital that more information be elicited

from a single examination.

The aim of our study was to obtain more useful

information about other portions of the image which are

not the main targets in common X-ray CT examinations.

Concretely, we have shown that we can aid in diagnosing

osteoporosis by utilizing the measures obtained from

abdominal CT images [2]. Doi describes the basic concept

of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) as follows. CAD may

be defined as a diagnosis made by a radiologist who takes

into account the results of the computer output as a ‘second

opinion’, and the basic concept of CAD is clearly different

from that of ‘automated diagnosis,’ which had been

investigated in the 1960s and 1970s [3]. Our concept is to

aid physicians in making a diagnosis by using computer

output, and, consequently, our study is a part of CAD.

Guglielmi et al. [4] investigated the diagnostic sensitivity

of posteroanterior dual energy X-ray absorptiometry

(PA-DXA), lateral-DXA, and quantitative computed tomo-

graphy (QCT). Andresen et al. [5] proposed a risk score

that separately assessed bone mineral density (BMD) and

structural parameters for spongious and cortical bone, and

aggregated them into a single diagnostic parameter.
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Table 1

Diagnostic criteria for primary osteoporosis (Year 2000 revision) [10]

I. With fragility fracturea

II. Without fragility fracture Bone mineral density (BMD)b

Normal 80% of YAMc or higher

Decreased bone mass (Osteopenia) 70–80% of YAM

Osteoporosis Less than 70% of YAM

a A fragility fracture is a nontraumatic bone fracture that is caused by a

slight external force to a bone with low BMD (BMD less than 80% of

YAM).
b Bone mineral density usually refers to lumbar BMD. However, when

the measurement is inappropriate because of such reasons as spinal

deformity, the femoral neck BMD should be used. When measurement at

that site is difficult, BMD of the radius, second metacarpal bone, or

calcaneus should be used.
c YAM, Young adult mean (aged 20–44 years).
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The concepts of these studies are to diagnose osteoporosis or

fracture risks with the QCT and/or DXA, but these concepts

are different from ours. Other studies have been conducted

to show that a diagnosis of osteoporosis could be made by

using a chest X-ray CT image done for other diagnostic

screening [6,7]. The concepts of these papers and of our

study are similar, but we believe that the reliability of these

papers are different from of ours. Nakayama et al. [6]

investigated the CT number of the central part of the

thoracic vertebral bodies to support a diagnosis of

osteoporosis. However, it was not clear whether the CT

number reflected the level of osteoporosis, because the

researchers did not check the relationship between the CT

number and BMD of the same patient. Shiomi et al. [7]

discussed an automatic algorithm to extract the values of the

central part of the thoracic vertebral bodies and compared

the CT number and BMD. However, the positions of the

extracted CT numbers and of the examined BMD were from

different parts (CT: thoracic vertebral body; BMD:

calcaneus). In our study, however, we compared the CT

number and BMD of the same part (lumbar vertebral body).

Therefore, we believe that the accuracy of our study is

higher than that of those reported above.

Osteoporosis is associated with a low BMD. Several

methods, including PA-DXA and QCT, have been con-

sidered for the noninvasive measurement of BMD [4,8,9]. In

Japan, we generally judge whether a patient has osteoporo-

sis by using the PA-DXA type BMD measurement

equipment [10].

In this study, we developed an algorithm that can

distinguish the central part of the vertebral body from the

abdominal CT image and calculate some measures auto-

matically. For this purpose, we examined 62 cases, without

distinction of sex. In addition, we report the correlation

between the BMD and several measures that were

calculated, and examine whether it is possible to aid

physicians in making a diagnosis of osteoporosis with the

CT images. Twenty-six female patients participated.

Furthermore, we discuss the potentiality of the screening

examination using the common abdominal X-ray CT

examination for diagnosing osteoporosis.
2. Experimental methods

2.1. Diagnostic criteria for primary osteoporosis: year 2000

revision

The diagnostic criteria for primary osteoporosis were

proposed by the Japanese Society for Bone and Mineral

Research in 2000 (Table 1). The patients were classified into

three groups according to the diagnostic criteria based on

the BMD found in the lumbar spine with a PA-DXA

examination. The purposes of our study were to distinguish

the central part of the vertebral body from an abdominal

routine CT examination, and to predict whether a patient
was osteoporotic or not with the measures obtained from

these CT images. Therefore, all patients were classified

independent of the presence of a fragility fracture in this

study [10].

The World Health Organization (WHO) published the

diagnosic criteria for osteoporosis based on the BMD

measurement in 1994. The following points are cited as the

criteria [11].
1.
 Peak bone mass (PBM) depends on the population that is

regarded as the standard.
2.
 There is a possibility that the value of the PBM changes

when there is a difference in the densitometer and in the

method of BMD measurement.
3.
 The diagnosis of low bone mass may vary with a

difference in the part measured.

Consequently, the diagnostic criteria proposed by the

Japanese Society for Bone and Mineral Research in 2000

were made in full and strict consideration of these points.

Therefore, we believe that these criteria were suitable to be

applied to our study.

2.2. Materials and methods

We examined 62 cases (males: 30, females: 32), ranging

in age from 35 to 86 years (average age: 62.8 years). The

volume that contained the third lumbar vertebra was

examined by using a spiral CT scanner (CT-W950SR:

Hitachi Medical Corporation, Tokyo). Tube voltage was

120 kV. The field of view (FOV) and matrix size were

250 mm and 512!512 pixels, respectively. Slice thickness

was 5 mm, and the movement distance of the table was

5 mm/rotation, which was recalculated to make the

reconstruction interval a minimum unit (1 mm). We made

about 50 images of the transverse sections. The largest

island images were selected by the threshold processing of

each original image. To evaluate whether the CT image

included the lumbar vertebral body or not, measures of the

area and degree of circularity were used to make the

determination in each image. A region of interest (ROI) was
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set up automatically in the recognized images. The mean CT

number, coefficient of variation, and first moment of the

power spectrum were calculated as measures representing

specific features of osteoporosis disease in the ROI of the

recognized spongious bone.

We also judged whether a female patient had osteo-

porosis or not by using the diagnostic criteria (only female

data available). There were 26 female patients who

participated as subjects, with an age range of 35–79 years

(average age: 61.3 years). Some patients had more than one

CT examination, resulting in a total of 32 X-ray CT

examinations. Four of the patients had two examinations,

and one of the patients had three. BMD measurements with

PA-DXA and with L-DXA were made with a model QDR-

4500 densitometer (Hologic, Inc., Massachusetts) for the

same patients. Figs. 1 and 2 show a schematic diagram. The

contents of the figures are explained clearly in the following

paragraphs.
2.2.1. Extraction of the central part of the vertebral body

The island images were selected by the threshold

processing of each original image. The areas of each

island were calculated, and the island that had the largest

area was selected as the subject region. The perimeter of

the largest island image was measured, and the degree of

circularity was calculated by using the following
Selection o

Featu

Area

Degr

Recognition oRecognition of

other images

No

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the extraction o
equation (Fig. 1)

Degree of circularity Z 4p
Area of vertebra

ðPerimeter of vertebraÞ2
(1)
2.2.2. Setting of the ROI and feature analysis in the

spongious bone (Fig. 2).

An ROI (32!32 pixels) was set up automatically in the

recognized images. When the ROI was set in the image of a

spongious bone, the point where the width of the anterior

side of the vertebral body was longer than the ROI was

identified. After our algorithm had automatically judged

whether a nutrient foramen was present or not, a suitable

point for the posterior side of the vertebral body was

located. The vertical center point of the ROI was chosen as

the middle of these two points of the vertebral body. The

horizontal center point of the ROI was chosen as the middle

point between the lateral sides of the vertebral body.

We calculated the mean CT number, coefficient of

variation, and first moment of the power spectrum in the

recognized vertebral body. The first moment of the power

spectrum M was calculated by the following equation

M Z

ÐN
KN

ÐN
KN

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 Cv2

p
T2ðu; vÞdudv

ÐN
KN

ÐN
KN T2ðu; vÞdudv

(2)

where T(u,v) is the Fourier transform of the data in the

ROI, and this first moment of the power spectrum shows
CT images

f island using threshold processing

re analysis of selected  island

 larger than threshold value?

and

ee of circularity smaller than

threshold value?

f central part of vertebral body image
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f the central part of the vertebral body.



Central part of vertebral body images

Selection of ROI for feature analysis

BMD measured with
other equipment

Classification of the calculated features

Feature analysis of selected spongious image

Is there a nutrient foramen ?
No

Adjustment analysis of location of the ROI
for the nutrient foramen

Comparison of measures and BMD

Yes

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the setting of ROI and feature analysis in spongious bone.
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the mean value of the spatial frequency of the image’s

structure [12].

We classified three measures obtained from the CT

images for normal and abnormal groups with the principal

component analysis, and the results obtained from the

diagnosis criteria for the two groups were compared.
3. Results

Our algorithm was able to distinguish the central part of

the vertebral body in all 62 cases and to set up the ROI

automatically. Fig. 3 showed examples of the automatically

located ROI. A case that had no nutrient foramen is shown

in Fig. 3(a), and a case that included the nutrient foramen is
Fig. 3. Examples of autom
illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Both ROIs were set up without the

influence of the presence of the nutrient foramen.

The variations of the BMD obtained from PA-DXA were

0.49–1.18 g/cm2 and of L-DXA, 0.29–0.87 g/cm2. There-

fore, 11 patients were classified as normal, 5 patients were

rated as osteopenic, and 10 patients were recognized as

osteoporotic, using the diagnostic criteria. The mean CT

numbers were 3.32–206.52 HU (averageGstandard devi-

ation: 117.68G48.34 HU); the coefficients of variation

were 0.19–12.98 (0.91G2.47); and the first moments of

the power spectrum were 0.21–0.38 cycle/mm (0.28G
0.05 cycle/mm) in the ROI of 26 female patients. Fig. 4

illustrates the relationship between the three measures

(mean CT number, coefficient of variation, and first moment

of the power spectrum) and the BMDs obtained from
atically located ROI.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between the three measures and BMDs: (a) mean CT number, (b) coefficient of variation (coefficient of variationZstandard

deviation/mean CT number), and (c) first moment of the power spectrum.

Fig. 5. Results of the principal component analysis.
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L-DXA. Fig. 5 shows the results of the analysis of the three

measures obtained from the CT images, in which we used

the principal component analysis. In Fig. 5, the horizontal

and vertical components were calculated by the following

equations:

y1 Z 0:791CTnum K0:612CV C0:124FMPS (3)

y2 Z 0:297CTnum C0:355CV C0:896FMPS (4)

where y1 is the first principal component (horizontal axis),

y2 is the second principal component (vertical axis), CTnum

is the mean CT number, CV is the coefficient of variation,

and FMPS is the first moments of the power spectrum. The

proportion of the variance reflected by the two principal

components was 91.0%. For the first principal component,

the eigenvectors of the mean CT number and the coefficient

of variation were 0.791 and K0.612, respectively. In other

words, both eigenvectors of the mean CT number and the

coefficient of variation had more influence than that of the

first moment of the power spectrum. Meanwhile, the first
moment of the power spectrum had the most effect on

the second principal component (eigenvector: 0.896). The

open points in Fig. 5 indicate the abnormal cases

(osteopenia and osteoporosis), and the solid points show
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the normal cases. The threshold values of the two principal

components were judged from Fig. 5 (horizontal axis: 0.72,

vertical axis: 0.97). We adopted a linear discriminant

function for the two components to improve the accuracy.

The result of the discriminant function is shown in the

following equation

1:37!10K6 Z 3:55y1 C2:45y2 (5)

where y1 is the first principal component (horizontal axis)

and y2 is the second principal component (vertical axis). As

a result, the cases that were indicated in the dot region of

Fig. 5 were recognized as abnormal. When we applied these

threshold values and the result of the linear discriminant

function to all of the female patients, the ratio (sensitivity)

usable for diagnosing a patient as osteoporotic was 1.00

(15/15), and the ratio (specificity) usable for diagnosing a

patient as normal was 0.64 (7/11).
4. Discussion

The degree of circularity and the island area were

adopted as the features to pinpoint the central part of the

vertebral body in this study (Fig. 1) [2]. For this reason, we

were able to determine the quantity of anatomical

information on the vertebral column. As a result, it was

possible to distinguish the central part of the vertebral body

in all 62 cases with two simple features. There are other

methods available to extract the vertebral body. For

example, histograms that correspond to the parts of the

vertebral column in each axial chest X-ray CT image can be

adopted to detect the space between the thoracic vertebral

bodies [7]. This method is based on the fact that the space

between the vertebral bodies is parallel to the axial image.

However, there is some possibility that the space between

the vertebral bodies is not parallel to the axial image for the

lumbar vertebra. Although our 62 subjects included cases in

which the space was not parallel to the axial image, our

algorithm is still capable of extracting significant vertebral

body values. Therefore, we believe that our method is

effective in the quantitative extraction of the vertebral

column.

The voxel size of the CT image which we used is about

0.5!0.5!5 mm, and the data for the vertical structure of

trabeculae has a lower accuracy than for the horizontal

structure of trabeculae. Therefore, we only discussed the

horizontal structure pattern at this stage. If the isotropic data

could have been used for our study, we would have

discussed the vertical structure pattern, as well.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows examples of automatically

located ROI. The metabolic rate of spongious bone is six to

eight-fold higher than that of cortical bone [5]. When a QCT

examination is done, the ROI should be set up in the area of

spongious bone, but cortical bone and the nutrient foramen

should not be included [13]. Accordingly, we made fine,
automatic adjustments to the position of the ROI through

this basic concept (Fig. 2). We also propose that this clinical

concept be included when algorithms are developed.

We classified three measures for normal and abnormal

groups with the principal component analysis. As a result,

14 (sensitivity: 0.93) of the 15 patients were diagnosed

correctly as osteoporotic, and seven (specificity: 0.64) of

11 patients were recognized correctly as normal cases. To

improve the accuracy of diagnosis, more examinations need

to be conducted. When we applied the two threshold values

to both axes, one patient (symbol * in Fig. 5) showed that

our algorithm failed in the estimation of osteoporosis. The

reason, we think, is that she was classified as an abnormal

case in the horizontal component, but not recognized in the

vertical component. The horizontal component was

regarded as the height and variability of the CT number,

and the vertical component was regarded as the roughness

of the spongious structure. Thus, this case was evaluated as

having an abnormal quantity of mineral content, but the

quality of the spongious bone was normal. This patient had

the lowest mean CT number (3.32 HU) and the highest

coefficient of variation (12.98). Fig. 4(a) and (b) indicated

that these data were clearly abnormal (symbol *). However,

the first moment of the power spectrum showed this to be a

normal case (Fig. 4(c)). When we used the result of the

discriminant function and the thresholds that were obtained

from the principal component analysis, the patient indicate

with the asterisk (*) was also diagnosed correctly as

abnormal.

In this study, the specificity was 0.64 (7/11). Four of the

original normal patients that our algorithm classified as

abnormal cases obtained a BMD value of 80.2% on L-DXA,

while the seven other normal patients obtained a value of

100%. On the other hand, the mean BMD of the original

15 abnormal patients was 75.7% in comparison with the

seven normal patients evaluated as 100% on the L-DXA.

There is a possibility that these four patients were actually

abnormal cases. Disease that is close to borderline should be

detected when a screening examination is done.

After the threshold values that were obtained from the

discriminant analysis were adopted for the three features,

we calculated the sensitivities and specificities for each

feature. Table 2 illustrates these results and the results of

the principal component analysis. The sensitivity and

specificity for the mean CT number were 0.73 and 0.55,

respectively. For the coefficient of variation, the sensi-

tivity was 0.53, and the specificity, 0.73. The results of

the first moment of the power spectrum were 0.67

(sensitivity) and 0.27 (specificity). However, when we

applied the linear discriminant function and the principal

component analysis, the sensitivity was 1.00 and the

specificity was 0.64. This means that the sensitivity

improves by combining three features with the discrimi-

nant function and the principal component analysis. We

think it is necessary that the next task be to improve the

specificity.



Table 2

Comparison between the result of the principal component analysis and the

results obtained from the discriminant analysis

Sensitivity Specificity

PCAa (PCAaCLDFb) 0.93 (1.00) 0.64 (0.64)

Mean CT number 0.73 0.55

Coefficient of variation 0.53 0.73

First moment of the power

spectrum

0.67 0.27

a PCA: principal component analysis.
b LDF: linear discriminant function.
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Our first purpose was to develop an algorithm to extract

the central part of the vertebral body from an abdominal

X-ray CT image. Therefore, we concentrated on only one

lumbar vertebra to distinguish the central part of the

vertebral body. The lumbar vertebra that we decided to

focus on was the third lumbar vertebra. We believe that our

algorithm can also be used to analyze the second and/or

fourth lumbar vertebrae when it becomes possible to

estimate osteoporosis in the third lumbar vertebra more

accurately.

Some researchers have discussed the incidental extra-

colonic findings in CT colonography [14,15]. In other

words, incidental (extracolonic) findings mean that the

disease which was incidentally found in parts other than the

colon was not the main target for the CT colonography.

A high clinical importance was reported for 10–11% of the

patients examined using the CT colonography, without

substantially increasing the cost per patient [14,15]. Our

concept is almost the same as the concept for the utilization

of the incidental findings in CT colonography, in which

more useful information should be elicited from one

examination. The concept of our study was to obtain more

useful information about parts that are not the main targets

of abdominal X-ray CT examinations. Therefore, we

believe that our study is very important. However, there is

some anxiety about the possibility that an abdominal CT

examination using a low-dose technique may not be

sufficient for the detection of incidental findings [15]. The

CT images used in our study were obtained from

conventional CT examinations. Therefore, we believe that

there is not necessarily a limitation in the detection

capability with CT examinations using a low-dose tech-

nique. However, we would like to improve the accuracy of

our algorithm in diagnosing osteoporosis, because when a

case is suspicious, an unnecessary additional examination

may be required (specificity: 0.64).
5. Summary

In this study, we have developed an algorithm that can

distinguish the central part of the vertebral body in an

abdominal X-ray CT image and calculate some measures
automatically. Our algorithm was capable of distinguishing

the central part of the vertebral body in all 62 cases.

In addition, we examined whether it is possible to aid

physicians in making a diagnosis of osteoporosis using

the CT images. As a result, 15 (sensitivity: 1.00) of the

15 patients were diagnosed correctly as osteoporotic, and

7 patients (specificity: 0.64) out of 11 were recognized

correctly as normal cases. Therefore, we believe that we

may be able to obtain more effective information about

other parts that are not the main targets in common body CT

examinations by using our algorithm.
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